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 JOTTER PAD

ACROSS
  1 Novel photo wife put in boot with 

ID (8,6)
10 Blue streetmap certain to lose its 

front (5)
11 Overbearing woman from 

Hastings perhaps cross in 
casualty (6-3)

12 European footballer cultivated 
land wearing jumper (7)

13 House guest initially recognises 
reported snake (7)

14 Joined, say, revolutionary club (5)
16 Religious text Clive reviewed, 

circulating it with American (9)
19 Make mistake with lass 

performing good chant (9)
20 Centre of party hat, when turned 

round, illuminated again (5)
22 Shakespearean character having 

coat of poor quality (7)
25 Arrived eventually, then Jade only 

half-finished flipping dessert (5,2)
27 Stop among motoring group in 

English region of France (9)
28 Five characters in Cuban joint 

strumming instrument (5)
29 Woman’s hair and nails restyled 

around end of spring. Mayday? 
(8,6)

DOWN
  2 In the past a massive herbivore, 

one dropping kebab without 
hesitation (9)

  3 What worshipper might do to 
raise shelter needed by Kingston’s 
outsiders (5)

  4 Writer’s vivacity, when keeping 
log, stirred confusing situation (9)

  5 Tart dressing up to exit sailing 
boat (5)

  6 Sort of hide everybody on 
vacation in Genoa during violent 
riot (9)

  7 Muse, time and time again, on 
Oscar (5)

  8 Woman forecasting weather’s 
latest feature in six directions (7)

  9 Pungent plant reflected sunlight 
on bank (6)

15 One determines the worth of 
foremost of artists in Louvre at 
broadcast (9)

17 Victor has fever, head being hazy 
(9)

18 US agents consuming beer and 
sport north of the border once (9)

19 Storage device is erected by Mike 
and Jack perhaps (3,4)

21 Excellent advice by spinner (6)
23 Clobber son required: black suit 

(5)
24 Scotsman leaves dairy cattle food 

for grazing? (5)
26 First attempt mostly good? 

Correct (5)

Solution 16,196


